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If you are connected to entities such as however, not limited by Governments, treasuries,
central banks, banks, financial institutions, monetary funds, judicial entities, real estates,

properties commercial, industrial, domestic, foreign, stock, bond, talk about and IT software
markets, insurance captive Islamic banking sharia compliant Blockchain forex and need to get

ahead of the curve on Blockchain you need this publication. The decentralized character of
the blockchain can be to share the wealth by default.com lets work together as there is plenty
of room in this Blockchain space a straightforward license contract from us for you and you'll

be in business.That is also a guide for all those in the consulting and advisory space like
McKinsey, Bain, KPMG, PWC, Deloitte.For the very first time ever sold the blockchain has given
us the original ability to replace interest this is in of itself prophetic hence the title of the book
Blockchain Prophecy.Bitcoin and the blockchain are 9 years old now thus we are past the the

facts we are now at the use case stage of what can we do with it whatsoever amount of
moves to make the most quantity of gain. Don't think simply buy, read it learn from it make an
effort to understand it, come up with new business models, jot down queries and send them

to me support@bankcoinreserve. Buy the book sit back again take your time reading it as I
have put multiple take note sections in there so that you can write questions straight down

and also think about new use situations and business models then contact me. Stay ahead of
everybody else by understanding everything that I have written in part this book.Those in the
banking and financial space will have a copy of this book and in doing this they will gain a full
knowledge of the Blockchain that will give them to be honest an unfair advantage over those
that have not read it simply by default enhancing their position and position.This book is not
for those that are looking to learn about how to buy crypto currency low and sell high the

game players neither is it a book about how exactly to get rich quickly example ico's using the
blockchain there are many those out on the marketplace however what this book is, is a

fundamental knowledge of what has been gifted to us the blockchain and how we may use it
to the very best of our abilities to transition our economic climate from a pastime bearing debt

based model to a asset commodities earnings model.Once you understand that POS proof
stake and secondary mining off the theory and how this is the transition and replacement to
interest it all starts to make sense, right now 3 1/2 years later it astounds me how elegant a

remedy the blockchain is for such a complex financial system. The eight major granted
blockchain patents that we hold weren't to play god but to guarantee we could expose and
therefore implement the products and processes.Governments Central Banking institutions

Treasuries Banking institutions Credit Unions Financial Institutions Monetary Money Insurance
Underwriters Franchise Franchiser Islamic Banking Gold Index Bitcoin Crypto Currency Digital

Currency Asset CommodityFrom the outset it requires to end up being said that I have had
many meetings with the best of the best in the government central banking institutions

treasuries banking financial arenas and know very well what I have reported to be true. That is
such a difficult subject and one that takes time for all those in the previous system to first
most probably to and gain the capability to understand simultaneously comprehend and

embrace since it starts to make feeling and they can see where it can fit within their ethos. You



will have understanding that you didn't possess before because this is actually the first time it
offers ever been created and compiled into one composing.Also buy the books Blockchain
Revolution and Straight down the Rabbit Hole and some of Jim Rickards , Currency Wars,

Road to Ruin etc.
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Mandatory reading for any and all leaders This guidebook to a fresh Blockchain based
Financial and Monetary System by Mr. McAlister has transitioned my core knowledge of what
is feasible with this technology. The Blockchain Prophecy explains Blockchain and
Cryptocurrency's importance to the present and future of finance. Book is for government
officials but still amazing and informative for the average indivdual seeking to find out more
about the technology.. This publication should be deemed a compulsory reading for each
head of condition, minister of financing, or every persons with a sphere of impact that
livelihoods of entire populations depend on. It really is quite evident that using the BankCoin
Digital Asset/Commodity, Financial Inclusion and Macroprudential Plan will finally allow
governments to regain sovereignty of their nations and offer a superior quality lifestyle to all
their citizens within the medium term..Old ways will not open new doors, so the world
appreciate's your perspective on how our leaders may finally enable global prosperity for
all.Best Wishes-Sravan BANKCOIN succeeds and continues where additional
cryptocurrencies left off. Basic and elegant, however masterful in the dynamic with which key
principles and trajectories are shown. Where JPMorgan failed at 177 attempts to patent
Blockchain and Cryptocurrency, Bankcoin and its own associated AAABlockchain have
succeeded with eight (8) GRANTED (not pending) patents currently at the job providing a
business solution. Bankcoin is usually crypto technology at its finest.. Book is for authorities
officials but still amazing and informative for the average indivdual seeking to learn .My
kindest regards to the founding team, thank you for your contributions to the brand new
economic thinking desperately needed in the current day and age...Thanks Gary!
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